BILATERAL

Austria

Agreement concerning the sharing of confiscated proceeds of crimes. Signed at Vienna June 29, 2010.
* Concluded Jun 29, 2010; not yet in force

Azerbaijan

* Entered into force Jun 22, 2010

Central African Republic

* Concluded Jun 03, 2010
* Entered into force Jun 03, 2010

Colombia

* Concluded Jun 09, 2010; not yet in force

Czech Republic

* Concluded Jun 10, 2010
* Entered into force Jun 10, 2010
Egypt


* Concluded Jun 27, 2010
* Entered into force Jun 27, 2010


* Concluded Jun 22, 2010
* Entered into force Jun 22, 2010

European Community


* Concluded Jun 24, 2010; not yet in force

European Space Agency


* Concluded Jun 28, 2010
* Entered into force Jun 28, 2010

European Union


* Concluded Jun 28, 2010

Greenland

Agreement for reciprocal exemption from taxes on income from the international operation of a ship or ships or aircraft. Signed at Copenhagen December 9, 2008. Entered into force June 26, 2010.

* Entered into force Jun 26, 2010

Honduras


* Concluded Jun 09, 2010; not yet in force
Kazakhstan


* Concluded Jun 20, 2010

Korea (ROK)


* Concluded Jun 15, 2010
* Entered into force Jun 15, 2010


* Concluded Jun 30, 2010
* Entered into force Jun 30, 2010

Mexico


* Concluded Jun 22, 2010
* Entered into force Jun 22, 2010


* Concluded Jun 24, 2010
* Entered into force Jun 24, 2010

Poland


* Concluded Jun 21, 2010
* Entered into force Jun 21, 2010

Slovenia


* Entered into force Jun 02, 2010
Switzerland


* Concluded Jun 21, 2010
* Entered into force Jun 21, 2010

MULTILATERAL

MARITIME INTERDICTION


COSTA RICA

Consent to be bound (Ratification), Jun 04, 2010